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Update I-94 Glen Ullin, ND: Traffic crash / detour

NARRATIVE:

Update: Traffic will no longer need to detour at Exit 102. The NDHP and ND Department of Transportation have reduced the eastbound roadway to one lane until this scene can be completely cleared but traffic is able to continue eastbound along Interstate 94.

NDHP Troopers are investigating a property crash involving a semi-trailer hauling hay along eastbound Interstate 94 near mile marker 104. The vehicle overturned and is blocking the eastbound roadway. Eastbound traffic is temporarily being diverted at Exit 102 until the scene can be cleared. From Exit 102, traffic can take County Road 139 into Glen Ullin and then Highway 49 back to Interstate 94.

For More Information Contact:
Sergeant Ryan Duletski 701-328-2467
rduletsk@nd.gov